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 START YOUR SALES WEEK ON FIRE! 

Buyer’s remorse is likely to happen to just about every one of our clients. 

The trick is to make sure that when it does happen you are on hand or front 

of mind to help; this episode of Monday sales Coach will discuss a way to 

ensure you minimise losing sales because of buyer’s remorse. 

We also have a quick chat about self-improvement. On with the podcast. 

Hello I am Peter Gianoli and this is Mondays Sales Coach connecting you 

to a community of sales champions on iTunes and online at 

MondaySalesCoach.com 

We have the site, the place where you can get all the great material when it 

comes to helping you achieve sales domination. Awesome podcasts, articles and 

social media please join us at MondaySalesCoach.com 

 

HOW TO OVERCOME BUYERS’ REMORSE 

 

Problem:  

Marisa is a successful life insurance agent, but this causes her to  suffer 

from insomnia every time she makes a sale.  
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When we asked why, she replied that about 40% of the time, when she 

closes a deal, the new "client" will call her the next day (but usually not 

during working hours) and leave a voice mail backing out of the deal.  

Typically, they say that they have had second thoughts and decided, after 

all, that they really didn't need the policy.    

Analysis:  

Marisa's prospects were experiencing a predictable psychological after 

effect in the selling process known as "buyer's remorse."  

Marisa had been trained in her industry to build rapport at the beginning of 

the call and she was very good at it. She was also trained that when she 

got the order, she was supposed to complete the paperwork, get the check 

and get out.  

The theory was that if you stayed, the buyer might have second thoughts 

and you would lose the sale.  

Typically, the prospect felt that her quick exit sent the message that "I'd 

better get out of here before they change their minds."  

Combined with some unresolved concerns, prospects became 

uncomfortable enough to back out the next day. Unfortunately, Marisa was 

able to resurrect very few of these back-outs.    

Solution:  

Regardless of the product or service that you're selling, give the buyer a 

parachute.  

Give them a chance to back out.  

Buyer's remorse can be a real issue and is very predictable even if you 

haven't resorted to manipulation to get the sale. Giving the buyer a chance 

to back out, although considered selling heresy by most traditionalists, will 

give you an opportunity to save the sale when and if there is buyer's 

remorse.  
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Try saying something like this:  

"I really appreciate your business and look forward to working with you. 

Before I leave, however, I just want to make sure you're comfortable with 

what we've discussed. If there's anything that you're not sure about, this 

would be a good time to discuss it."  

Usually about 90% of the time the buyer will reinforce their decision to do 

business with you. If they do bring up an issue, you will be there to deal 

with it.  

THE POWER OF FEEDBACK 

 

When it comes to self-improvement it would help if we knew our blind 

spots.  

What are your “blind-spots?”   

Do you have any?   

How do you know?   

In personal development, a blind spot is, when people see things in you, 

that you don’t see in you. 

The only way to avoid blind spots is to embrace feedback. 

Being defensive dismisses feedback and is the fastest path to failure.  

You have to be open to feedback.  

What are your blind spots? Go find out, ask someone to tell you. 

That concludes this week’s episode of Monday Sales Coach. If you missed any 

part of this episode go to our website to catch up. Also, make sure you connect 

with our newsletter. These can all be found at mondaysalescoach.com 
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That was Monday Sales Coach and I am Peter Gianoli, thank you so much for 

connecting and listening to us and being a part of our team of sales champions. 
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